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Overview
PageOne’s Responder App delivers secure closed-user group two-way messaging
and alerting to Smartphone users. Fully integrated with PageOne’s Connect, Flare and
messaging gateway APIs, the Responder service allows you to extend your current pager
and SMS broadcasts to users of Smartphones, whilst eliminating per-message charges.
Secure and assured delivery
Responder messaging uses PageOne’s secure cloud-based push-messaging technology for resilience and
independence from your existing communications infrastructure. Responder messages include delivery
and read confirmations so you can be better informed and make faster, smarter decisions.
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Secure closed-user group messaging
Global GSM and Wi-Fi coverage
Secure encrypted transmission
Full audit trail with delivery and read confirmation

Separate and elevate critical messages
Important operational alerts can often be missed within the everyday clutter of email, meaning staff may
overlook important alerts or fail to respond promptly. With pop-up alerts, a separate Inbox and
2-way QuickReply options the Responder SmartPhone App is ideal for delivering those important real-time
operational and emergency alerts that need to be noticed.
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Responder messages are separate from normal SMS and email
Distinctive alert
Messages stored in a separate Inbox
‘Conversation’ style message view
Respond/reply to messages

Integrated messaging
PageOne’s Responder App seamlessly integrates with PageOne’s Connect and Flare cloud-based messaging
services to add a new and powerful dimension to your organisation’s communications. Each user has a
unique ‘Responder ID’ address with which you can:
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Send/receive messages from Connect and Flare accounts or third party systems
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Integrate with PageOne’s Locate mapping and tracking service

Add into your SmartGroup broadcast to send messages to any group of pager, email, SMS or Smartphone
Use Status Updates and SmartFilters to deliver more targeted broadcasts, for example send only to staff who
have declared themselves as ‘Available’

Monitor and manage your users from a secure dashboard view
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Who is it for?
>> Field staff who need resilient two-way 		
messaging for job dispatch and allocation

>>

Lone Workers who need regular, auditable 		
monitoring checks

>>

Managers and Execs who no longer carry a pager
but don’t want to miss important operational or
emergency alerts and notifications

Status Updates - Manage Resource &
Target Messages
The Responder App includes a Status Update
facility that allows staff to quickly amend their
current status in real-time from a defined list. An
individuals current status is registered and
viewable within the Connect account and can be
combined with the SmartFilters to create dynamic
messaging, contacting only staff with a specific
status, e.g. ‘Available’.

Location-Aware
The Responder App also supports both mobile
network cell-based and GPS location services. If
enabled, a users location is tagged on every
message offering additional confirmation and
management of field-resource. This can be
combined with PageOne Connect’s optional
location and mapping to provide location-aware
management of resource, improving incident
response or safety monitoring of staff in the field.
Location services can be disabled from within the
Responder App for when users are off-duty.

Lone Worker - Meeting your duty of care
A Lone Worker version of the Responder App
provides additional features to enhance the safety
and security of staff in the field. As well as
providing an SOS alert facility, a welfare-check
mode enables an automatic periodic reminder
which needs to be acknowledged. If a user fails
to respond to a welfare check reminder, an SOS
alert is automatically initiated and the users
handset location is reported.
SOS alerts are received by a registered Connect
messaging account and can also be autoforwarded to any combination of SMS/email/
pager/SmartGroup. A Lone Worker dashboard also
gives a status overview of all Lone Workers and
provides an auditable trail of messages and
activity.managing of messages/status and/or Lone
Workers

Simple to Install
PageOne’s Responder Smartphone messaging
requires no maintenance, network/server
software or hardware to install. The App can be
downloaded on the handset either via an App
store or directly from PageOne. Each user has a
unique Responder ID with which they register the
app for use.
Some features/services are dependent on handset type and
operating system version. Services subject to change.
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Ordering
To see how PageOne can help your
organisation, why not book a free,
no obligation consultation from one
of our Messaging Specialists via the
numbers or email below?
Contact PageOne
0333 200 5033
www.pageone.co.uk
Ordering
orders@pageone.co.uk
Support
customersupport@pageone.co.uk

Mobile technology for your world
The new Responder SmartPhone App from
PageOne. Mobile messaging technology you can
trust – wherever you are, whatever the situation.

